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Spectral reflectancemeasurementsof characterized (phase abundance, particle size) mixtures of olivine
and orthopyroxene were utilized to define the correlations between spectral and albedo parameters of
such assemblagesand their mineralogical or textural properties. Thirty-three different spectral parameters falling into three general classes(relative or ratioed, absolute or albedo, and wavelength) were
investigated for empirical sensitivity to one or more of the mixture properties. Theoretical considerations
and previous experimental observations were utilized to understand their functional relationships. The
ratio of areas for the 1- and 2-3tm absorption bands is shown to be a sensitive indicator of the olivineorthopyroxene abundance and is very nearly independent of particle size and mineral composition. In
conjunctionwith an abundancedetermination, the wavelengthposition of the 1-3tmabsorption feature
can be utilized to determine the molar iron contents of the olivine and orthopyroxene phases.This
calibration is insensitiveto particle size but will produce systematicdeviationsif the phaseshave significantly different iron contentsor if more than a few percent of a clinopyroxenecomponent is present.The
spectralalbedo in the 0.6- to 0.7-#m region is relatively insensitiveto phase abundance and can be used

to constrainparticlesizeif phasecompositionhasbeendetermined.

INTRODUCTION

For the foreseeablefuture, remote sensingwill be the only
available means for deriving information about the surface
properties of many solar system bodies. Reflectance spectroscopy is one of the most powerful tools in remote sensing
for characterizingsurfacemineralogy,but all too often spectra
are analyzed only in a qualitative sense.Increasingly sophisticated and quantitative interpretative techniques are required
to keep pace with continuing improvements in the quality of
reflectancespectra,whether they are obtained from laboratory
samples,telescopes,or spacecraft.
In principle, it should be possible to fully deconvolve a
reflectancespectrum to determine the basic properties of the
assemblagesuch as abundance and composition of the endmember speciesand the physical properties of the mixture. At
present,no viable theoretical models exist for accurately determining the properties of the mineral componentscontributing
to the reflectancespectra of a mixture, although some work in
"semiempirical"modelsshowsconsiderablepromise [dohnson
et al., 1983, 1985]. Empirical calibration studies suffer from
the fact that an impossiblylarge number of laboratory spectra
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must be generated to account for all the possible mineral assemblages to be found throughout the solar system. This
problem can be partially circumvented by focusing on a specific subset of cosmically important minerals and studying
their behavior

in detail.

In the present study, efforts have concentrated on deriving
analytical techniquesfor deconvolving the reflectancespectra
of olivine-pyroxene assemblages.These particular minerals
were chosen because they are the most common anhydrous
minerals formed from the condensation of a gas of solar composition [Lewis, 1973; Clayton, 1979]. Consequently, they are
an important component of many bodies in the inner solar
system.An improved understanding of their spectral behavior
would provide the means of obtaining a better insight into the
nature and evolution of such bodies from remote sensingstudies.

A significant body of work exists on the spectral properties
of olivine, pyroxene, and admixtures of the two, resulting in a
number of important qualitative and quantitative observations. Olivine exhibits a broad asymmetric feature (three overlapping individual absorption features) near 1 /•m, lowcalcium pyroxene (orthopyroxene)exhibits two well-defined
absorption featuresnear 1 and 2/•m (bands I and II, respectively), and calcic pyroxenes (clinopyroxenes) exhibit more
complex features near 1 and 2 /•m. All of these absorption
features arise from electronic transitions in Fe 2 + cations lo-

cated in specific crystallographic sites within the minerals.
These absorption features exhibit systematic shifts in band
minima positions toward longer wavelengths with increasing

iron (Fe2+) content and, in the case of the pyroxenes,with
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increasing calcium content [Burns, 1970a; Adams and /tm due to charge transfer absorptions [Tossell et al., 1975;
McCord, 1972; Adams, 1974, 1975; Hazen et al., 1977, 1978].
Adams, 1975; Hazen et al., 1977; Burns, 1981] is not conThe intensity of the absorption features (e.g., band depth, sideredin detail in our presentanalysisbecausethe higherband area) increasesin both mineral specieswith increasesin energy (shorter wavelength)wing of this absorption was not
iron content [Adams, 1975; Burns, 1970a, b; Hunt and Sal- measuredin any of our spectra.Samplesof olivine and orthoisbury, 1970; Hazen et al., 1977, 1978]. The molar extinction pyroxene often exhibit narrow absorption featuresat 1.4 and
coefficientof Fe2+ in the pyroxenestructureis nearlyan order 1.9 #m due to OH and H20 vibrational featuresin associated
of magnitude higher than in the olivine structure. Therefore in weatheringproducts.For pure, unalteredsamples,thesebands
intimate mixtures of the two phaseswith subequal molar iron are absent.
abundances, the pyroxene features continue to dominate the
The spectral properties of two-component mixtures of olispectrum until pyroxene is only a minor component of the vine and orthopyroxene have not been studied in a detailed
mixture.

A prominent absorption feature in the reflectance spectra of
both the olivine and pyroxene occurs near 1 #m. In most

and systematicmanner. However, Adams [1974], Gaffey and

McCord [1979], and Singer [1981] have shown that there are
consistentvariations in spectralproperties with phase abunolivines it manifests itself as a relative minimum
with two side
dance. In the present paper, we have undertaken a detailed
lobes. Burns [1970a] attributes the stronger central feature to study of the spectralvariations of olivine-orthopyroxenemixFe2+ locatedin the lesscentrosymmetric
octahedralM2 crys- tures in order to define the systematicsof their spectralbehavtallographic sitesand the weaker sidelobesto Fe• + in more ior and to establish interpretive calibrations. In addition to
centrosymmetric M1 sites.The 1-•m absorption feature in the phaseabundance,the effectsof phasecompositionand partiorthopyroxene spectrum is symmetric and is due to the pres- cle sizevariationswere also considered.An analytical methodence of Fe2* in the more distortedoctahedralM2 crystal- ology is presentedfor quantifying the major variables of an
lographic sites in pyroxenes [Bancroft et al., 1967; Burns, olivine-orthopyroxene
mixture from a reflectancespectrum.
1970b], which produces large separation between the elecPROCEDURE
tronic energy levels of the absorbing cation and hence absorpSeventy-three controlled olivine-orthopyroxene mixtures
tion features which are well separated and not overlapping.
(The intensity of a crystal field absorption feature per unit of were prepared to quantify the spectral effectsof variations in
the absorbing species,typically a transition metal cation such phase abundance and particle sizes.An additional 12 spectra
as Fe• +, increases
in crystallographic
siteswhichare lesscen- of olivine-orthopyroxene, olivine-clinopyroxene, and orthotrosymmetric and in which the cation is displaced from the pyroxene-clinopyroxene mixtures and their end-members,
center of symmetry of the site.) Iron rich orthopyroxeneswill which formed the basis for an earlier study [Singer, 1981],
also exhibit broadened bands and/or multiple minima in the were used in a qualitative fashion to indicate the effects of
1-#m spectral region, as the M2 crystallographicsitesbecome clinopyroxene in the spectra but otherwise were not used in
our development of calibrations. All spectra were obtained
full and iron entersthe M1 site [Burns, 1970b].
The pyroxenes exhibit a prominent absorption band in the with the spectrogoniometerof the Planetary GeosciencesDi2-#m spectral region. There is no correspondingfeature in the vision at the University of Hawaii with a halon reflectance
spectrum of olivine. The presence of the band in the ortho- standard [Singer, 1981]. In all cases,samples were measured
pyroxenespectrais dueto crystalfieldabsorptions
by Fe2+ in at a phaseangle of 15ø.
Olivine-orthopyroxene mixtures were produced from both
the highly distorted (M2) octahedral sites [Burns, 1970b;
dry sieved and wet sieved particle size fractions of the pure
Burns et al., 1972].
The 1-•m absorption features in the spectra of olivines and end-members. (Mineral samples, when properly wet sieved,
distribution
of sizes defined
orthopyroxenes and the 2-#m feature in orthopyroxenesshift tend to exhibit a well-constrained
by
the
sieves
through
which
the
sample
has
passed
and/or on
toward longer wavelengthwith increasingmolar iron content
[Burns, 1970a, b; Adams, 1974, 1975; Hazen et al., 1977, 1978]. which it was retained. Dry sieved samples tend to include a
The shiftsin the wavelengthpositionsof both the 1- and 2-#m significantfraction of small particles adhering to and coating
band minima are due to the effectsof substitutingthe larger the large grains. Thus wet sievedsamplestend to have better
Fe•* cati6ninto thecrystallographic
siteof thesmallerMg2+ characterized particle size distributions, while dry sieved (or
cation, resultingin changesin the crystal structureand thus in unsieved) tend to more closely approximate regolith textures.)
Purified samples of olivine and orthopyroxene were prethe crystal fields and the electronic transitions which produce
pared from two source assemblagesby removal of other minthese absorption features.
The nature of the weak absorption feature found in all our erals and by removal of contaminated (e.g., those with inspectra at about 0.65 #m is subject to debate. In olivines this clusions)or altered grains during examination under a binocuabsorption has been variously attributed to a spin forbidden lar microscope.Although absolute purity is not possible,conFe2+ transition[Burns,1970a;Runcimanet al., 1973a;Hazen taminants generally do not exceed 1% of the sample and,
et al., 1977], to a spinforbiddenFe3+ transition[Burnset al., because of the petrographic relationships, do not measurably
1973], to an Fe3+-Fe2+ chargetransfer[Mao andBell, 1972], affect the spectral properties of the material. The two minerals
or possiblyto a spin forbiddenFe2+ transition.In various were separately crushed using a hardened steel mortar and
pyroxenes a similar absorption feature in this spectral region pestle, ground in a porcelain mortar, and wet or dry sieved
has been attributedto an Fe2+-Fe3+ chargetransfertransi- several times. Between sievings, the samples were visually
tion [Burns,1970b],to Ti 3+ spinallowedtransitions[Burnset examined and any additional impurities were removed. Any
al., 1972], to spin-forbiddenFe2+ transitions[Runcimanet al., magnetic impurities (e.g., magnetite, shavings from the iron
1973b], and to a Cr3+ absorption[Rossman,1977; Hazen et mortar and pestle, etc.) which had escaped removal during
al., 1978]. It is probable that for the specificmineral samples visual inspection were magnetically extracted at this point.
studied, each of these assignmentsis at least partially correct, The wet sieved portions were sieved in methanOl and allowed
and there may be no method of uniquely assigningthese fea- to dry in a dust-freearea.
i
tures to specific cations.
Appropriate amounts of the purified particle size fractions
The steep drop-off in reflectance shortward of about 0.55 of the olivine and orthopyroxene end-members were mixed to
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Fig. 1. Typical spectrumof a samplepreparedfor this study(65% olivine,35% orthopyroxene;grain size= 38-53 #m,
wet sieved)showing some of the spectral features chosenas being diagnostic or potentially diagnostic.Band IIA is the
stippledarea in the short-wavelengthhalf of band II. Seetext and Table 1 for a discussionof the specificcriteria for these
spectralparameters.

produce the various weight percent fractions and each was
placed in a separate container. For the actual spectral
measurements,the sampleswere poured into horizontally orientedsampleholders(whichwerecleanedbeforeeachsample)
and gently stirred. The holders were tapped to level the
samplesurface.No compactionor other surfacepreparation
was performed.

ence Establishment). The source specimen contains a small
amount

of white

fibrous

contaminant

which

was removed

during purification process.Its composition is En86 (hypersthene).
Clinopyroxene

Clinopyroxene-containingmixtures were not measured in

The olivine-orthopyroxene
mixturesutilizedin the present this study but are part of the work by Singer [1981], the
study were prepared predominantly in four particle sizes: olivine-clinopyroxene data which were utilized to indicate
38-53 /•m, wet sieved;63-90/•m, wet sieved;63-90/•m, dry
sieved; and 90-125 •m, wet sieved. Mixtures for each of the

size suiteswere preparedat 5 wt% intervalsexceptfor the
63-90 $tm wet sievedsamples,which were prepared mainly at
10% intervals. All subsequentreferencesto proportions of
end-membersrefer to weight percent.
The spectral range measuredfor our sampleswas 0.38-2.55
$tm. The Singer samples were measured over the spectral
range 0.65-2.55 /•m. The spectral resolution of the spectrogoniometer is ,• 1.5% [Singer, 1981]. This spectral range
and resolution are adequate to acquire detailed reflectance
spectraof the various mixtures of olivine and orthopyroxene
but do not include the complete 2-$tm band in the clinopyroxene spectrum. The spectra of the clinopyroxene containing
mixtures

were considered

to indicate

trends and not to derive

a calibration, a task for future work.
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
Olivine

These samples were obtained from unaltered transparent
green crystals sorted from a green beach sand beach near
South Point on the island of Hawaii. It has a composition of

trends in the present study. The clinopyroxene grains were
separated from a granular peridotite found in the core of a
volcanic bomb on the upper slopes of Mauna Kea on the
island of Hawaii. It is a diopside or diopsidic augite
(Wo,•Fss).

The chemical analysesof thesethree minerals were given by
Singer [ 1981].
SPECIAL FEATURES SELECTED FOR ANALYSIS

Our analytical approach was basically open-ended. The
various olivine-pyroxenespectra were examined to ascertain
which, if any, spectralfeaturesmight be diagnosticfor quantifying one or more sample variables such as abundances,
chemistries,and physicalproperties.In this content, "spectral
features"could includeany parameter of a spectralreflectance
or spectral albedo curve such as absorption band center,
width, depth, and area; wavelength position, reflectance,or
albedo of the maxima, minima, or inflectionsin the spectral
curves;spectralslope or curvature; albedo; or ratios of any of

theseparameters.
Absorption
bandsweresingledout earlyin

the study for detailedexaminationon the basisof their importance in determiningmineral chemistriesas previouslydocumented. Three absorption features were identified as being
Fo89.
potentially diagnostic.Their locationsare approximately 0.65,
Orthopyroxene
1.0, and 2.0 $tm.The locationsof theseand the other spectral
The orthopyroxene material was obtained from a massive featuresutilized in this studyare illustratedin Figure 1.
enstatite sample from Bamble, Norway (Ward's Natural SciThe spacingof thesethree absorptions(treating the 1-•m
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TABLE 1. PotentialCalibrationsInvestigated
Absolute Albedos,

pm

0.55 maximum
0.65 minimum

0.55 maximum
0.65 minimum

0.70 maximum

0.70 maximum

,-, 1.0 minimum

,-,,1.0 minimum

,-• 1.4 maximum

,-,,1.4 maximum

,-, 1.9 minimum

,-, 1.9 minimum

Band Areas

Band Area Ratios

Band I
Band II
Band III
Band IA*

band II/band I
band I/band III
band II/band III
band IIA/band IA

Band

As discussedabove, four particle size suites of olivineorthopyroxenesampleswere prepared.In most cases,mixtures
of theseparticle size suiteswere produced at 5 wt%, intervals
from one pure end-memberto the other in order to providea
reasonablycomprehensivedata set in terms of grain size and
abundance.All potential calibrationswere investigatedusing
end-memberabundancesas the primary variable. Variations
in the behavior of the spectralparametersas a function of
phase abundancefor the various particle size fractions were
compared in order to evaluate the effectsof particle size on

Band Position,

pm

the potential calibrations. In order to increase the number of
potentially useful calibrations and to ameliorate some of the

IIA

Relative Reflectance,pm
Ratios

0.7/0.55
0.55/0.65
0.7/0.65
0.9/0.65
1.4/0.65

Ratios

1.9/0.65
1.4/0.7
0.55/0.9
0.7/0.9
1.4/0.9

ANALYTICAL GROUPINGS AND GENERAL TRENDS

Ratios

1.9/0.9
0.55/1.4
0.55/1.9
0.7/1.9
1.4/1.9

SeeFigure 1 for examplesof spectralparameters.
*Band IA = bandI ß [Ref(0.7pm)/Ref(1.4pm)].

problems of absolute calibrations in remotely senseddata,
most of the spectral features were ratioed to one another,
resultingin a number of dimensionless
parameters.
This analysisproduced three general classesof potential
calibrations.The largestcategoryof potentialcalibrations(21)
were thoseinvolvingratioed or relative spectralparameters.
The absolutespectralreflectanceparameters(spectralalbedos
at minima or maxima in the reflectancecurve, individual absorptionband areas)form a secondcategory(nine).The final
group of potential calibrations(six) which were investigated
involved the shifts in the wavelengthpositionsof spectral
minima and maxima. The specificspectralparametersof each
of these 36 potential calibrations are listed in Table 1. Each
particular group of calibrationshas certain generalcharacteristicsas well as particular strengthsand weaknesses.
The most
useful specificcalibrations are discussedin detail in the follow-

triplet in the olivine as a singlefeature)is sufficientlylarge for
the interveningregionsto exhibit "peaks"of increasedreflec- ing section,but somegeneralizations
concerningeach group
tance as the strengthof the absorptionsdecreasewith increas- are worth describingat this point.
ing distance from the band centers. These relative maxima
The ratioed or relative spectralparametershave the advanwere also identified as being potentially diagnosticof certain tage of being independentof absolute calibrations (e.g.,
variablesof theseassemblages.
In order of increasingwave- albedo), which in many astronomical situations is difficult to
lengththey are locatedat approximately0.55,0.7, and 1.4-1.7 obtain accurately.For the mostpart, thesecalibrationswere

foundto beverynearlyindependent
of particlesize.Onlyin a
few casesdid any particlesizefraction(generallythe dry
band areasweredefinedby enclosing
portionsof the spectral sieved63- to 90-pmsuite)deviatefroma singletrend.In those
pm.

In addition to the three maxima and three minima, five

curves(plotted as reflectanceversuswavelength)with continua. Straight-line continua were chosen for utilitarian rea-

cases,the complexscatteringand absorptionconditionsresultingfrom the adhesionof smallfragments
to the surfaces
of

sons;their geometryand reconstruction
is unambiguous.
The largergrainsappearto be important.The sensitivity
of this
band I area is definedas the area enclosedby the spectral groupof calibrations
to mineralphaseabundances
is particucurve and a straight-linetangent to the relative maxima at 0.7
and 1.4-1.7 pm, as defined above. The band IA area is the

larly high.

The calibrations
involvingabsolutespectralalbedoparameters appearbestsuitedfor characterizing
grain sizes.In light
of the resultsby AdamsandFilice [1967] on albedovariations
with changingparticlesize,thisis not surprising.
An absolute
albedo calibrationduring the remote-sensing
observations
wouldbe requiredin orderto applythisclassof calibrations.
The third groupof calibrations,
thoseinvolvingshiftsin the
peak and a vertical line centered at the band II minimum. The wavelength
positions
of spectral
minimaandmaxima,complebandIII areais definedby enclosing
the spectralcurvewith a mentspreviouswork on theseshiftsfor pure end-members.
straight-linetangentto the minima at 1.0 and 2.0 pm. In this Thesecalibrations
aregenerally
functions
of bothphaseabuncase the continuum is the lower boundary of the enclosed danceand mineralchemistry
but are insensitive
to particle
size variations.
region.Thesebandareasare indicatedon Figure1.
The third setof spectralparameters
investigated
in the presTable 1 lists the specificspectralparameterswhich were
sameas band I but multipliedby the 0.7- to 1.4-pmpeak
reflectance
ratio. The band II area is enclosed
by the spectral
curveand a straightline fixedon the curveat 2.4 pm (because
the absorptionwing is incomplete)and the 1.4- to 1.7-pm.
maximum.The band IIA area is enclosedby the spectral
curve,a straighthorizontalline tangentto the 1.4- to 1.7-pm

ent study was the wavelengthpositionsof the variousmaxima
and minima in the spectralreflectancecurves.The variation of

exploredin the presentstudy.Thosewhichare particularly
appropriatefor determinationof one of the assemblage

absorptionband positionwith mineral chemistryhas been properties are discussedin detail in the next section.
documented
as discussed
above.In the presentstudythe shifts
PRIMARY CALIBRATIONS
in the positionof the absorptionband minima (as well as
other spectralminima or maxima)for olivine-orthopyroxene Almost everyparameterinvestigatedin the presentstudy
assemblages
wereinvestigated
primarilyas functionsof phase could servein someway to constrainthe propertiesof an
abundanceand particle sizein mixtures.

olivine-orthopyroxeneassemblage(end-memberabundances,
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Fig. 2a. A plot of the area ratio band II/band I (seeFigure 1) versusorthopyroxene
abundance.
The symbols
correspond
to differentparticlesizefractions.
No effectof thevariousparticlesizesor texturescanbe seenin thisdata.The
solid line is a linear least squaresfit (slope= 0.024, intercept= -0.125) to all the data points between10 and 90%
pyroxene.

ship.This calibration(Figure2a) is applicableover almostthe
full range of abundance.The estimateduncertaintyin the
abundanceof the orthopyroxenephasedeterminedfrom this
calibration is about +_5%. Although the BII/BI area ratio is
applicableonly to the olivine-orthopyroxene
mixtures,it is
to continuumslopechangesintroduced
useful calibrations from the total set investigated is discussed apparentlyinsensitive
in detail in the presentpaper. Of the remainder, only those by NiFe metal phasesor lunar agglutinates[Adams and

chemistries,and physicalproperties)from remotely obtained
spectraldata. However,certain of thesespectralcalibrations
are much more applicablethan othersin terms of sensitivity
to particular assemblageproperties,precisionof determinations,or applicablerange.Only this limited set of the more

which can be usedto verify the resultsof a primary calibration
or which could be applied if one of the primary calibrations
producedambiguousresultswill be described.
The primary calibrationsare presentedin groupsbasedon
their applicabilityto the determinationof each of the three

McCord, 1970' Farr et al., 1980]. The specificeffects of the

scribed for each of the calibrations discussed in this section.
Insufficient data were available to construct a calibration se-

however, more strongly affectedby variations in the overall

strongwavelengthdependentabsorptionof phasessuchas the
agglutinatefraction in lunar soils is under investigationby
several research groups.

Surfaceregolithson airlessbodiesare subjectto comminumajor variables(phaseabundance,phasecomposition,grain tion by impact, which resultsin significantshockeffectsin a
size)of an olivine-orthopyroxene
assemblage.
While the ideal fraction of the grainsin sucha regolith.Adamset al. [1979]
spectralcalibrationwouldbe sensitive
to only a singleproper- and King [1986] have investigatedthe effectof shockon the
ty of an assemblage
and applicableover the entirerangefor reflectancespectraof pyroxenes,olivines,and other mafic asThe BIIA/BIA area ratio (Figure 2b) is apparently
such assemblages,
actual calibrationsare generallylessthan semblages.
perfect.The problems,limitations,and restrictionsare de- not affectedby the spectraleffectsin shockedpyroxenes.It is,
continuum slopeof the spectrum.

quence
ofsimilar
precision
forolivine-clinopyroxene
mixtures, All four grain size fractions form a narrow linear distribut ongoingresearchshouldrectifythis problemin the near

bution on Figure 2a (BII/BI). No variation systematically

future.

above or below the calibration line could be detected for any

Mineral

Phase Abundance Calibrations

The band area ratios for the 1- and 2-/•m absorption featuresasdefinedby bandsI and II versusphaseabundanceare

of the particlesizesuites.The dry sieved63- to 90-/•m micron
sample, with its more complex optical scatteringproperties
where finer grainscoat larger particles,showsno systematic
deviations from the wet sievedsamples.The phase abundance

shownon Figure 2a, and thosefor bandsIA and IIA are determined from these band area ratios thus appears to be
shownon Figure 2b. Thesetwo band area ratios (BII/BI and very insensitiveto the effectsof particle size variations or
textural relationships.The distributionof points on Figure 2b
BIIA/BIA) are almostsolelyfunctionsof phaseabundance.
A linear leastsquaresfit to all the BII/BI ratios between10 (BIIA/BIA) is slightlyconcave,and exhibitsmore scatterthan
and 90% orthopyroxeneprovidesan excellentmatch to the those on Figure 2a. No significantdifferenceis exhibited by
data. Only the band area ratiosfor 0, 5, 95, and 100% pyrox- the different size fractions.
The lack of any significantdependenceon particle size for
ene exhibit any systematicdeparturesfrom a linear relation-
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olivines(O1(3)=Fa3, O1(20)=Fa68,O1(22)=Fa39) and pyroxenes
(Px(3)= Fs3oWol,Px(32)= Fs,•sWo3).
SeeCloutis
[1985] for additionaldiscussion
of thesesamples.

these calibrations is maintained as long as both the olivine
and the pyroxene have similar particle size distributions. A
number of lines of evidence suggestthat this should be the
casein most regoliths.High-pressurecompressionstudiesof a
number of mafic minerals indicates similar shear strength
characteristicsfor olivine and pyroxene over a range of pressures [Riecker and Seifert, 1964]. Olivine and pyroxene also
exhibit similarities in a number of bulk physical properties
[Clark, 1966]. It would therefore be expectedthat each phase
in a comminuted assemblage would have generally similar
particle size distributions.The sequenceof deformational textures in fayalite and augite are similar from both examination
of chondritic meteorites and experimental shock tests [Carter
et al., 1968]. Grain size and petrographicstudiesof returned
Apollo samples reveals similar particle size distributions for
pyroxene and olivine grains in many cases[Kirn et al., 1971;
McKay et al., 1977]. Experimental comminution of olivine
and pyroxenedisplaysimilar grain sizedistributionsfor equivalent impact loadings [Horz et al., 1984].
Olivine and pyroxene phase abundance determinations
from the BII/BI and BIIA/BIA area ratio calibrations also
appear to be insensitiveto changesin end-member chemistry.
The band area ratio for pure olivines is essentiallyzero for all
olivine phases,sincethere are no appreciable2-#m absorption
band in the spectrum of most olivines [Burns, 1970b; Hunt
and Salisbury, 1970; Adams, 1975; Miyamoto et al., 1981].
Even where very weak absorptions are present in the 2-#m
region of very iron rich olivines [Adams, 1974; Hunt, 1977],
the band I area is so large that the ratio is very nearly zero. A
similar insensitivity of the band area ratio to mineral chemistry is present in orthopyroxenes.The area ratios for two other
orthopyroxenes (Enstatite 38833 [Fs•2Woo] and Enstatite
EB-175 [Fs23Wo3] [Adams, 1975]) were measured,and they
both fell within 10% of the value obtained for the samples
used in the present study. The BIIA/BIA area ratio varies by

only _ 10% for all the pyroxenespectra,either measuredin
the presentstudy or from the literature.
Therefore the end points in either the BII/BI or BIIA/BIA
calibrationsdo not appear to vary as a function of the composition of the olivine or orthopyroxenephases.The linearity of
the calibration betweenthe two end points is almost certainly
not fortuitous. The olivine and orthopyroxene used in this
study are not an equilibriumassemblage,
but they have sube-

qual molar iron contents.The linearity of the distribution
between the end points needsto be tested with mixtures of
olivine and orthopyroxeneswith divergentiron contents.
Until those measurementsare carried out, there are qualitative argumentswhich indicate that this linear distributionis
generallyapplicable.Two offsettingprocesses
would be affecting the linearity of the calibration, both a function of chemistry variations: one due to changingband areas and the other
due to changingbulk density.To illustrate, consideran assemblage composedof an iron-rich olivine and an iron-poor pyroxene.

The

band

area ratios

of the two

end-members

are

constantat about 0.0 and 2.1, respectively.The increaseof the
area of band I from the increasedabundanceof the absorbing

species(Fe2+) increases
the intensityof the olivineabsorption
feature [Hunt and Salisbury, 1970; Hazen et al., 1977] and
resultsin lower BII/BI and BIIA/BIA area ratios. The intermediate points on the calibration curve would be displaced
downward relative to the linear trend by this effect.
However, the more fayalitic olivine has a higher bulk density. Thus fewer olivine particleswould be requiredto provide
a given weight percent of the total assemblage.This would
tend to mimic a lower total olivine abundance shifting the
intermediatepoints on Figure 2 to the left with respectto the
linear trend. The combined

effect of these two factors is a net

displacementtoward the origin, more or lessalong the linear
trend. While quantitative data are not presentlyavailable on
the relative magnitudesof thesetwo effects,nothing in the
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present data would indicate that one effect should dominate
the other.

The

end-member

abundances

should

be

resolvable

to

+_5-10% from the BII/BI area ratio, provided the mineral
chemistriesand particle sizesof the olivine and orthopyroxene
are similar. If a substantial

difference in the molar iron content

is present between the two phases,then this calibration will
underestimatethe weight fraction of the more iron-poor phase
by an amount proportional to the difference in the iron contents.If a significantdifferenceexistsbetweenthe mean particle sizesof the two phasesin an assemblage,then this calibration will underestimatethe weight fraction of the finer phase
approximatelyproportionallyto the ratio of the mean particle
sizes. The uncertainty in the BIIA/BIA calibration in somewhat larger, but its apparent applicability to Ol-opx-cpx assemblagesmakesit potentially very useful.
Temperature variations have been found to cause noticeable
changesin shapesof mafic mineral spectralcurves[Sunget al.,
1977' Roush, 1984; Roush and Singer, 1983, 1984, 1986]. Increasing the temperature of an olivine sample results in the
shifting of the longer-wavelengthwing of the band I absorption toward longer wavelengths. For orthopyroxene the
longer-wavelengthwingsof both major absorptionfeatures(1
and 2 #m) shift toward longer wavelengths.The BII/BI area
ratio for orthopyroxeneat elevatedand reducedtemperatures
variesby lessthan 10% from that at room temperature.At the
present time there appears to be no reason to introduce a
thermal

correction

into this calibration.

Similar arguments should generally apply to the independence of the BIIA/BIA calibration from changes in phase
composition and temperature. However, given the wide variety of iron content in coexisting clinopyroxene phases, its
three-component nature (Mg, Ca, and Fe end-members), and
the different thermal behavior of the 1- and 2-•m bands in
clinopyroxenespectra,the actual effectsof phase composition

and temperature are lesswell constrained. As in the case of the
BII/BI calibration, additional work will be required to determine the magnitude of these effects.
The BI/BIII area ratio is similar in nature to the primary
calibration in that the ratio increaseslinearly with increasing
pyroxene content. Some deviation of the dry sieved spectra
from the rest of the groups is present at the high pyroxene
(> 60%) end of the calibration, somewhat reducing its overall
usefulness.

The potential calibrations involving ratios of spectral albedos at pairs of wavelengths(e.g.,at a band minimum and at
a reflectancemaximum) do not appear to be particularly suitable for phase abundance determinations,although several of
these parameters are well correlated over limited ranges of
phase abundance. Such albedo ratios are sensitiveto particle
size variations in the bulk assemblage.Variable end-member
chemistries also affect albedo ratios, particularly in the olivines [Adams, 1975].
End-Member Mineral Compositions

As discussedabove, the position of the absorption bands in
the spectrumof an olivine or pyroxene phaseis a function of
mineral chemistry. Determination of end-member compositions in mixtures of two or more phasescannot utilize the
calibrations developed in that work. In such mixtures for olivine and pyroxenethe 1-•m absorptionband is a compound
feature and its position is a function of both mineral phase
compositionand mineral phaseabundance.
The wavelength position of the band I minimum provides a
useful

calibration

of

end

member

chemistries

for

olivine-

orthopyroxene assemblagesif the end member abundancesare
known. Figure 3 shows the distribution of band I positions
with phase abundance. As long as there are no significant
differencesbetween the mean particle size of the two phases,
this distribution is not sensitiveto the particle size distribution
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size fraction.At an orthopyroxeneabundanceof > 80% in our mixtures,the minimum is no longer distinguishableas a
discretefeature.The symbolsare the sameas on Figure 2a.

in the assemblages.The wavelength positions of the endmembers correspondto the compositionsof the olivine (Faxx)
and orthopyroxene (Fsx4)used in this study.
In practice, this calibration is used by first determining the
mineral phase abundance. The wavelength positions of the
olivine and orthopyroxeneband I minima vary approximately
linearly as a function of iron content. The calibration curve
(Figure 3) is adjusted upward or downward so that the observed band minimum position occurs at the determined
abundance. The end points (pure olivine and pure pyroxene)
then provide the absorption band positions for the pure
species which can be interpreted using the calibrations of
Adams, Burns, and others.

Conversely, if the end-member chemistriesare known, the
end points of the calibration curve can be adjustedupwards or
downward to the appropriate wavelengths from the mineralogical band calibrations,and the band position can be usedas
a fairly sensitiveindicator of phase abundanceat the olivinerich (>60%) end of the mixture range. This approach was
employed by Gaffey [1984] in the analysisof surfacemineralogical variations on the asteroid (8) Flora.
There are severalcaveatswhich must be kept in mind. First,
one is dealing with a relatively small wavelength shift (0.14
/•m) between the pure end-members.While any spectrometer
with the appropriate spectralcoverageand resolutionshould

the presence of a systematic wavelength shift of 0.025 #m
between these two systems.Since the present instrument employed a wavelength calibration at regular intervals, we
choose to view the values obtained

here as more accurate

and

to apply the appropriate correction factor (+ 0.025 #m) to the
wavelengths reported by Adams [1974, 1975]. J. B. Adams
(personal communication, 1983) notes that a recent wavelength calibration of his instrument indicated a discrepancyof
the same sense and magnitude reported here. M. Feierberg
(personal communication, 1981) had also noted a discrepancy.
This emphasizes the need for cross laboratory calibration
standards now that remote-sensing instrumentation is beginning to provide more precise spectral curves where more
than grosswavelength positions of featurescan be determined.
With the wavelengthcorrectionfactor applied to the spectra
of Adams [1974, 1975], the range of values for the band I
minima for olivine are from 1.050 to 1.085 #m and for orthopyroxene from 0.920 to 0.965 #m for the pure magnesiumand
the pure iron end-members, respectively. It is evident that
uncritical use of these scaleswould yield molar iron contents

of about Fa50 for the olivine and about Fs0 for the orthopyroxene.The actual compositionsof the two phasesare Faxx
and FS14.
The value which is determinedfor absorption feature position in a reflectancespectrum dependson several factors, inbe able to trace out the reflectance curve so that band area
cluding the definitionof "position"and the slopeof the specratios can be determined accurately, small but significant tral curve. The lowest point in the absorption feature is
wavelengthoffsetsmay exist betweendata obtained by differ- termed the band minimum. Various investigatorshave deterent instruments. Few of the broad spectral coverage instru- mined this value in at least three differentways,including(1)
ments utilized in these sorts of mineralogical spectral studies by locating the point of lowest reflectance,(2) by fitting some
have been calibrated with respect to one another. A careful sort of polynomial to the points around the lowest point, or
comparison of the wavelengthposition of featuresin the spec- (3) by averagingthe wavelengthsof a pair of points or several
tra of the same samplesmeasured on the present instrument pairs of points on each wing of the feature at some reflectance
and in the mid-1970s with the Beckman DK2A spectrometer

above that of the band minimum.

The first is sensitive to noise

used by Adams [1974, 1975] and Gaffey [1976] has revealed in the data, and the last requiresthat the band be symmetric.
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The polynomial fit approach to the band bottom smoothes

size, providing that the different phaseshave similar particle

out some of the effects of noise in the data and is not affected

size distributions.

by overall band shape.
The band center (as opposed to the band minimum) is the
wavelength of maximum absorption. If there is no overall continuum slope in the spectrum (e.g., a slope introduced by an
additional phase or by another broad absorption feature in
the mineral), the band center and the band minimum are coincident. However, if there is a continuum slope in the spectral
region of the absorption feature, the band center will be displaced in the downslopedirection by an amount related to the
slope of the continuum and the shape of the absorption fea-

mineral abundance and mineral chemistry and is independent
of particle size.
The alternate potential calibrationswhich were investigated
in the present study for determining end-memberchemistries
are functions of particle size distribution as well as mineral
abundance and chemistry. Calibrations involving absolute or
relative spectral reflectance features do not appear able to

ture.

particle size distribution of the mixture.

While the wavelength values given for the absorption band
positions of olivine and orthopyroxene depend on the actual
parameter being measured, the magnitudes of the shifts in
band position with phase chemistry are similar. The wavelength position of the 1-#m absorption feature increases by
approximately 0.035-0.045 #m for both minerals from 0 to
100 mol % of the iron end-member,realizing of coursethat no
feature is actually presentin the pure magnesiumend-member.

The set of potential calibrationsutilizing wavelengthpositions of other spectral featuresas a function of changesin

The

linear

correlation

of the band

shift with

iron

content

implies that the correlation curve of Figure 3 can be translated
vertically, without requiring a significant geometrical distortion, to accommodate changing iron contents in the endmembers, providing that their iron content is subequal. The
molar

abundance

of the end-members

can then be determined

from the position of the end points of the calibration in the
range of possiblemolar iron abundancesalong the vertical
axes. For purpose of the presentcalibration the range of band
positions for the end-membersare about 1.055 /•m (Fao) to
1.090/•m (Fa•oo) for the left axis (olivine) and 0.911/•m (Fso)
to 0.956/•m (Fs•oo) for the right axis (pyroxene) of Figure 3.
These corrected and scaledranges are plotted along their respectiveaxes on the figure.
The absorption band positions are independent of particle

This calibration

is thus a function

of both

isolatethe effectsof mineralcomposition.The changein abso-lute or relative reflectancedue to variation in mineral composition or abundancecan often be reproducedby varying the

abundance are in general best suited as alternate calibrators.
Each of the five remaining potential calibrations of spectral
feature position as a function of abundancein this group are

limited in someway. The 0.55-/•mpeak and the 0.65-/•mminimum are not always present as distinct features in all olivines
and pyroxenes[Hunt and Salisbury,1970; Adams,1974, 1975;
Hunt, 1977]. The 0.7-#m peak is present in all but pure for-

sterite,but the changesin its wavelengthpositionas a function
of mineral phasechemistryhave not been calibrated. Our data
indicatethat its wavelengthpositionis independentof particle

size.The wavelengthpositionof the 1.4- to 1.7-#m peak is
independentof particle size and exhibitsa large changein its
position (--,0.5/•m) over the range of abundances.The effects
of chemistryon its wavelengthlocation are not yet calibrated
within the pyroxenegroup, and it is absentin all but the most
fayalitic olivines.
The wavelengthposition of the 2-/•m minimum is known to
vary with changing FeO content in orthopyroxenes[Adams,
1974]. Since only the most iron-rich olivines exhibit even a

weak absorptionband in the 2-/•m spectralregion,the band II
position provides a useful calibration of the iron content of
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TABLE 2.

Diagnostic Sensitivity and Limitations

Calibration

Comments

Absolute

Calibration

Albedo

Not present in high pyroxene mixtures. Good
grain size discrimination for Px < 50%.

0.65 #m minimum

Usefulgrain sizediscriminationexceptat high

• 1.0 #m minimum
• 1.4 #m maximum
•-, 1.9 ttm minimum

Comments

1.4 #m/0.7 #m

0.55 ttm maximum

0.70 ttm maximum

TABLE 2. (continued)

pyroxene contents when minimum is absent.
Good grain size discrimination for entire
range of phase abundances.
Not useful for grain size determination.
Useful grain size determination reasonably
good for 20% <Px<80%.
Not usefulfor grain size determination.

increasingPx abundance.Wet sievedsamplesshowno particlesizedispersion.Dry
sievedsamplessystematically
higherthan
wet sieved. Not too useful unless it varies

0.55 #m/0.9 #m

0.7 #m/0.9 #m

Band Positions

0.55 #m maximum

0.65 #m minimum

0.70 ttm maximum
•- 1.0 #m minimum

Generally rlaovesto longer wavelength with
increasingPx. Total shift • 0.03 ttm. Absent
in pyroxene-richassemblages.
Generally moves to shorter wavelengthwith
increasingPx. Total shift • 0.015 #m.
Absent in pyroxene-rich mixtures.
No variation with grain size or abundance.
Sensitiveto phaseabundanceand composition. See text for detailed

• 1.4 #m maximum

discussion.

sieved. Not too useful unless it varies with

1.9 #m/0.9 #m

Absolute Band Areas
I

Band II

Good phaseabundancesfor Px < 50%. Fairly
independent of grain size.Dry sievedsamplessystematicallylower than wet sieved
samples.Requiresalbedo.
Increasesalmostlinearly with Px abundance.

Lessgrainsizedependence
than BIII. Dry
sievedsamplesdivergefrom wet sievedat
Band lII

Px > 50%. Requiresalbedo.
Increasesalmostlinearlywith Px abundance.
Somedependence
on grainsize.Requires

0.55 #m/1.9 #m

wet sieved.

Increaseswith Px abundance.No systematic
grain sizedispersionfor Px < 80%. Dry
sievedsamplessystematicallylower than

1.4 #m/1.9 #m

Increaseswith Px abundance.No systematic
grain sizedispersionfor Px < 80%. Dry
sievedsamplesfollow trend with lower
slopethan wet sievedsamples.

wet sieved.

Band Area Ratios

Increaseslinearlywith Px abundance.Primary

Band III/band II

Constantfor Px > 25%. Little grain sizede-

Band I/band III

pendence.
Increaseslinearly with Px abundance.Some
grain sizedependence.

Band IIA/band IA

Increaseslinearlywith Px abundance.Primary

Increasesbut becomesconstantbeyond
Px - 30%. No systematicgrain sizedispersionin wet sievedsamples.Dry sievedsamplessystematicallylower then wet sieved.
Increaseswith Px abundance.No grain size
dispersionamongwet sievedsamples.Dry
sievedsamplessystematicallylower than

0.7 #m/1.9 #m

albedo.

Band II/band I

phasecomposition.
Significant decreasefrom Px = 0% to •-,20%
with large grain sizedispersion.Ratio
nearly constantfor Px > 30%. Dry sieved
samplessystematicallylower than wet
sieved.

0.55 #m/1.4 #m

sition. See text for discussion.

Band

Ratio decreases to Px • 25% then increases

with increasingPx abundance.Dry sieved
samplesare systematicallylower than wet

Moves almost linearly to shorter wavelength
with increasingPx. Compositional depen-

Band positionunchangedby phaseabundance
or grain size.Function of pyroxene compo-

with phasecomposition.
Decreasesthen increaseswith increasingPx
abundance.Somegrain sizedispersion.Wet
sievedsamplessystematicallylower than
dry sieved.
Increaseswith increasingPx abundance.Some
particlesizedispersion.Dry sievedsamples
are systematicallylower, and their distribution has a lower slopethan the wet sieved
samples.

1.4 #m/0.9 #m

dence unknown.

1.9 #m minimum

Decreases to Px • 50%, then increaseswith

calibration. See text for detailed discussion.

calibration. See text for discussion.

ReflectanceRatios

0.7 #m/0.55 #m

0.55 #m/0.65 ttm
0.7 #m/0.65 #m

0.9 #m/0.65 ttm

1.4 #m/0.65 #m

Increasesslightly(•, 10%) with increasingPx
abundance.Singledistributionfor all particle sizesand sievings.
Very slightdecreasewith increasingpyroxene
abundance.No grain sizedispersion.
Nearly constant.No grain sizedispersion.
May vary with phasecomposition.
Smallinitial riseto Px • 20%, then slight
decreaseto Px = 80%. Considerablegrain
sizedispersionat low Px abundance,decreasinggrain sizedispersionwith increasing Px. Dry sievedsamplessystematically
higher than wet sieved.
Initially decreases
with increasingPx abundancebut becomesnearlyconstant.Dry
sievedsampleis systematically
higherthan
wet sieved.Usefulfor phaseabundanceof
olivine rich mixtures.

1.9 ttm/0.65 #m

Decreaseswith increasingPx abundance.No
systematicgrain sizedispersionin wet
sievedsamples.Dry sievedsamplesfall systematically above trend of wet sieved.

orthopyroxenesin olivine-orthoproxenemixtures. This calibration for orthopyroxenechemistryin olivine-orthopyroxene
mixturesis independentof phaseabundanceand of particle
sizebut has a numberof limitationsand uncertaintiesat present.

The shape(and apparentband position)of the 2-#m spectral regionin observationaldata can be modifiedsubstantially
by the addedflux (stronglyincreasingwith wavelength)of the
thermal emissionof a warm surface.Although in principle,
this thermal component can be subtracted from the observed
spectrum,an accuratecorrectionis not a trivial exercise[e.g.,

Clark, 1979]. Moreover,the long-wavelengthwing of the 2-#m
orthopyroxeneband shiftstoward longerwavelengthwith increasingtemperature [Roush, 1984], which introducesan additional needed correction factor. Fortunately, the surface
temperatureson earth and in the asteroidbelt are low enough
to minimize
Particle

both effects.

Size Calibrations

Presentwork indicatesthat the most difficult property of an

olivine-orthopyroxeneassemblageto determine accurately
from spectral data is the particle size distribution. Absolute
reflectancevaluesof variousminima and maxima appearbest
suitedas calibrationsfor this purpose.
The albedos at the 0.65-#m spectral minimum and the
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ture, three of the spectra measured by Singer [1981] were

BII/BI Area
Ratio

Interpreted
[01 :Px]

Published*
[01 :Px]

1.455
0.923
0.429

34:66
56: 44
77:23

25: 75
50:50
75:25

treated

as unknowns.

After establishing that the spectra are predominantly
olivine-orthopyroxenemixtures by absorption band criteria,
the first step in the analysiswas to determine the end-member
abundances.

The band I and band II

areas were measured

using a planimeter and the resulting values were ratioed. The
*Sin•Ier [1981].
band area ratios, the derivedphaseabundances,and the stated
phase abundances[Singer, 1981] are listed in Table 3.
0.7-#m spectralpeak (Figures4 and 5, respectively)are relaWith the end-memberabundancesestablished,the compotivelyindependentof end-memberabundancebut are depen- sition of the mineral phases was then determined. A cubic
dent on phase chemistry.Preliminary resultsshow that the polynomial was fit to the 10 spectralchannelson either side of
albedoof thesefeaturesdecreases
linearlywith increasing
iron the band I minimum for the 34:66 mixture and solvedto give
contentand that the magnitudeof the albedo decreaseis simi- the wavelength position of the minimum. The value for this
lar for both olivine [Adams,1975] and orthopyroxene[Hunt spectrum was 0.917 #m. With the end-member abundances
andSalisbury,1970].The curvesrepresenting
the albedoof the already determined,a point on the graph of Figure 3 is fixed.
0.65-#m minimum (Figure 4) and the 0.7-#m maximum For the calibration curve to intersect this point, the curve
(Figure5) for the differentparticlesizesetscan be vertically must be translated slightly downward. The magnitude of the
translatedup or down accordingto the FeO content of the
vertical translation of the calibration curve was •,,0.003 #m.
end members.No geometricmanipulationsof the calibration
The positions of the end points of the translated calibration

data shouldbe requiredgiventhe similarityin the magnitude
curve then fall at 1.052 #m and 0.914 #m, correspondingto
of the changein reflectance
with equalchangesin the chemisFa 6+ ? and Fs7+ 5, respectively.
try for both minerals. The differencesin albedo for the various

Once the end-memberabundancesand compositionshad
been determined,the third parameter, particle size, could be
chemistrydeterminablefrom the previouslymentionedcali- estimated.For the 34:66 spectrum,the 0.65-#m albedo versus
brations, the particle size distribution can be determined for abundancecurve (Figure 4) was used to make a particle size
olivine-orthopyroxenemixturesfrom spectraldata. However, determination. The vertical scale on Figure 4 was shifted
sincesurfacetextureas well as particlesizeplaysan important downward (or the points upward) by about 7% to reflect the
interpreted lower iron content in these silicates(relative to
role in albedo, this calibration must be viewed as indicative
that of the mafic assemblageused in the calibration). The
but not as definitive.
Absolute spectral albedos are difficult to obtain with accu- reflectanceof the 0.65-#m maximum for the test spectrumwas
racy in many remote sensingsituations.The task may be fur- 0.48. When plotted against its end-member abundances
ther hamperedby the presenceof spectrallyneutral opaque (34:66), this point fell betweenthe points for the 90-125 and
phases,whoseeffectsare to suppressthe albedoindependent 63-90 #m particle size fractions (wet sieved) and near the
of particle size. If the absolutespectralalbedo of an olivine- 63-90 #m (dry sieved)fractions.A particle size near or someorthopyroxeneassemblage
(freeof contaminants)can be deter- what below 90 #m would be indicated.
Singer [1981] describesthe samples as mixtures of wet
mined, it is possibleto constrainparticle size.
The remainingpotentialcalibrationsinvolvingabsolutere- sieved,45-90 #m olivine (Fa•) and orthopyroxene(Fs•4) in
flectancesare not as generallyapplicable.The 0.55-#m peak the proportionslistedin Table 3. The agreementof the specdata are only discernibleover a limited rangeof phaseabun- trally derived determinationswith the given values is within
dances.The albedo of the 1-#m minimum as a function of the combineduncertaintiesof the spectralabundancecalibraabundanceallowsresolutionof grainsizes,but the changesin tion (_+5-10%) and of the stated abundance values
reflectanceas a functionof chemistryappear to be different (+5-•0%).
and nonlinearfor the two end-members.
The 1.4- to 1.7-/•m
The spectrallyderived phase abundancesappear to underand 2.0-/•mfeaturesare not presentin the majority of olivines estimatesystematicallythe pyroxenephase.An examination of
so the interactionof albedo and chemistrycannot be ascer- Figure 1 of Singer [1981] shows narrow, well-defined "water"
tainedfor the veryolivine-richassemblages.
bands near 1.4 and 1.9 #m in his orthopyroxenespectrum.
Other potential calibrations can discriminate between dif- These representthe spectralcontribution of the fibrous, hyferentparticlesizesonly over a limitedrangeof assemblage drated silicatemineral which is presentas an accessoryphase
properties.The reflectanceratios at 0.55 #m/1.0 #m, 1.0 in the massiveBamble "orthopyroxene"specimens.The spec/•m/0.65 #m, 1.4/•m/1.0 #m, and 2.0/•m/1.0 #m versusabun- tra indicate that orthopyroxenesamplesused in his mixtures
dancesdiscriminateparticle sizesfor mixtureswith lower oli- were contaminatedwith significantamountsof this amphibole
vine abundances(<45%). Their behavior for different end- phase.

grain sizesare sufficientlylarge so that a generalparticlesize
determination

can be made. Thus with the abundance

and

member chemistries is uncertain at this time. The absence of

thesefeaturesin certainphaseabundancerangesalso limits
their utility.

Table 2 summarizesthe diagnosticsensitivityand limitationsof the 33 spectraland albedopropertiesinvestigated.
APPLYING THE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE:
AN EXAMPLE

This fibrous phase is most probably a member of the
anthrophyllite-cummingtonitesubgroup of the asbestoform
amphiboles, which occur in the Bamble formation. Such amphibolesgenerallyexhibit reasonablystrong transition metal
featuresnear 1 #m but not not exhibit significantbandsin the
2 #m spectralregion.The presenceof a significantamphibole
component would increase the absorbance in band I but not
in band II. It would thus mimic an increased olivine content.

In orderto illustratethe systematic
approachto the analysis The Singer [1981] mixtures are thus (at least) threeof the reflectancespectrumof an olivine-orthopyroxene
mix- componentsystems.This would accountfor the systematically
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